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LIQUID INSULATOR WAX
MM	col	845		1	PINT

This	 heavy	 duty	 liquid	 wax	 was	 originally	
developed	for	use	by	electric	power	companies	
for	 protection	 against	 high	 voltage	 power	
failure,	fires	and	explosions.	It’s	primary	use	is	
on	 the	 finishes	 of	 automobiles,	 trucks,	 buses	
and	airplanes	where	durability,	high	gloss	and	
lasting	protection	are	paramount.	An	excellent	
choice	 for	fleet	applications	and	very	easy	 to	
use	 requires	 minimum	 rubbing	 or	 buffing.	
clear	coat	safe.	

LIQUID METAL WAX
MM	col	850P			 1	PINT

MM	col	850MG		1/2	GAlloN

This	easy	 to	use	 liquid	metal	wax	cleans	and	
protects	 chrome,	 aluminum,	 copper,	 brass	
and	stainless	steel	in	one	easy	step.		Will	safely	
remove	rust	and	salt	deposits	while	protecting	
marine	fittings/accessories	and	car,	truck	and	
motorcycle	 metal	 finishes.	 	 contains	 neither	
strong	acid,	nor	harsh	alkali.

HEAVY DUTY LIQUID FLEETWAX
MM	col	870P		 	1	PINT

MM	col	870MG		 	1/2	GAlloN

cleans,	protects	and	beautifies	marine	finishes	
in	 one	 easy	 operation.	 No	 hard	 rubbing	 or	
buffing.	contains	 rare,	pure	carnauba	waxes	
combined	with	advanced	polymer	technology.	
leaves	double	coating	of	protection	that	lasts	
&	lasts.	
out	 performs	 products	 costing	 many	 times	
more.	

HEAVY DUTY PASTE FLEETWAX 
MM	col	885		12	oZ	

For	Marine	&	Aeronautical	Finishes.	Developed	
especially	to	seal	and	shield	against	acid	rain,	
sun,	salt	spray,	bugs	and	other	environmental	
acids.	Easily	applied	and	non-abrasive,	wax	will	
prevent	finish	deterioration	and	the	adhesion	
of	foreign	elements.	
It	has	been	listed	as	the	#1	rated	boat	wax	three	
times	by	two	of	the	industry’s	most	respected	
consumer	journals.
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FIbERgLASS bOAT CLEANER 
MM	col	920P			 1	PINT

MM	col	920MG		1/2	GAlloN

Easily	removes	dirt,	film,	oxidation,	oil,	grease,	
rust	and	exhaust	stains	from	fiberglass	finishes.	
Restores	the	original	color	quickly	without	hard	
rubbing	or	buffing.	leaves	a	chemically	clean	
surface	 to	 which	 collinite	 waxes	 can	 bond	
perfectly.	Increases	long-lasting	brilliance	and	
performance	of	protective	wax	coating.

FIbERgLASS bOAT WAX  
MM	col	925		 1	PINT

Goes	 on	 easy	 and	 stays	 on	 all	 season	 for	 a	
wipe	and	shine	deck,	glistening	topsides,	and	
a	 super	 slippery	 bottom.	 contains	 a	 special	
pure	 carnauba	 wax	 formula	 proven	 in	 harsh	
industrial	environments.	It	will	easily	shrug	off	
scrubbing,	scuffing,	detergents,	salt	water	and	
marine	organisms	all	year	long.

LEATHER AND VINYL WAX 
MM	col	855		 1	PINT

cleans,	beautifies	and	protects	leather	and	vinyl	
automotive,	 marine,	 aircraft,	 and	 household	
upholstery	in	a	single,	easy	operation.	leaves	
a	high	gloss	with	a	protective	coating	against	
wear,	deterioration,	 spills	 and	oxidation.	can	
be	easily	cleaned	with	a	damp	cloth.	

COLOR-UP PREWAXCLEANER
MM	col	840		1	PINT

Easily	 removes	 dirt,	 film,	 discoloration,	 oil,	
grease,	 tar,	 wax	 and	 bug	 stains	 from	 highly	
finished	surfaces.	Recommended	for	cleaning	
automobile	 paint,	 chrome	 and	 aluminum	
accessories.	Also	great	for	enameled,	lacquered	
and	 varnished	 furniture	 as	 well	 as	 chrome	
fixtures	and	appliances.	Not	recommended	for	
dark-colored	clearcoat	finishes.	
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MARQUE D’ELEgANCE PREMIUM 
AUTO WAX 
MM	col	915		 12	oZ

For	 the	 BEST	 in	 wax	 endurance,	 Marque	
d’Elegance	 is	 the	 product	 to	 have.	 car	
enthusiasts	 demand	 a	 wax	 that	 is	 proven	 to	
protect	in	the	most	demanding	environments,	
rain	or	shine,	on	track	or	on	the	street.	They	have	
discovered	 that	 collinite	 Marque	 d’Elegance	
gives	their	valuable	automotive	investments	a	
blinding,	lasting	shine	because	it’s	formulated	
from	 the	 highest-ever	 concentration	 of	 pure	
carnauba	waxes.	And	no	abrasives	means	all	
collinite	waxes	are	absolutely	clear	coat	safe.

coDE ITEM WEIGHT DEScRIPTIoN

MM	col	73SS PASTE	SUPER	SAPPHIRE	AUTo	WAx 10	oZ Fast,	easy-to-use	and	detergent	proof.	Will	clean,	wax	and	glaze	
automotive	finishes	in	a	single	easy	operation.	Removes	road	film,	
bug	stains	and	oxidation	easily	and	leaves	a	hard,	gem-like	finish.	
Eliminates	hard	rubbing,	buffing	and	frequent	rewaxing.

MM	col	SS126P lIqUID	SAPPHIRE	AUTo	WAx 1	PINT This	heavy	duty,	DETERGENT	PRooF	 formulation	cleans,	waxes	
and	 protects	 the	 finish	 in	 one	 easy	 application.	 Removes	 all	
foreign	 elements	 from	 paint	 while	 leaving	 a	 brilliant	 protective	
coating	 that	 assures	 protection	 from	 salt,	 rain,	 bugs,	 tree	 sap,	
etc.	An	occasional	hand	or	mechanical	washing	will	maintain	its	
gleaming	luster.

MM	col	SS126G lIqUID	SAPPHIRE	AUTo	WAx 1	GAlloN

MM	col	476S-90Z SUPER	DoUBlEcoAT	AUTo	WAx 9	oZ one	of	the	finest	paste	type	auto	waxes	available.	Easy	to	apply	
and	 absolutely	 DETERGENT	 PRooF.	 collinite	 Super	 Doublecoat	
is	 guaranteed	 to	 outlast	 and	 outshine	 any	 other	 competitive	
auto	 wax,	 polish	 or	 protective	 coating	 under	 any	 conceivable	
condition.	 That’s	 why	 it’s	 called	 the	 PERMANENT	 AUTo	 WAx.	
No	hard	rubbing	or	buffing	and	no	special	applicator	is	required.	
collinite	Super	Doublecoat	will	last	a	full	year,	even	under	adverse	
conditions.	clear	coat	safe.

MM	col	476S-180Z SUPER	DoUBlEcoAT	AUTo	WAx 18	oZ

MM	col	146MW MARINE	WAx 10	oZ A	 great	 general-purpose	 wax,	 this	 is	 ideal	 for	 all	 boat	 surfaces.	
It	 offers	 value	 for	 money,	 easy	 application,	 and	 is	 resistant	 to	
detergent,	salt,	and	rain.

MM	col	930 JET	cRAFT	WAx 12	oZ This	 special,	 heavy	 duty,	 detergent	 proof	 formulation	 provides	
a	 very	 high	 gloss,	 almost	 indestructible	 protective	 coating	 for	
personal	watercraft	and	jet	boats.		It	insulates	the	surface	against	
the	 adhesion	 of	 foreign	 elements	 and	 assures	 full	 protection	
against	 deterioration,	 sun,	 rain,	 salt	 spray	 and	 exhaust	 stains.		
Increases	speed	and	reduces	fuel	costs.




